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Genetec helps Westminster Property Ventures ensure safe return to
work for its commercial tenants
Genetec™ Security Center enables rapid adoption of new COVID Prevention processes within
multi-tenanted facilities

MONTRÉAL, February xx, 2020— Genetec Inc. (“Genetec”), a leading technology provider of
unified security, public safety, operations, and business intelligence solutions, today announced
how commercial real estate provider Westminster Property Ventures has made innovative use
of a range of Genetec solutions to make each of its premises COVID-safe for staff, tenants and
visitors. Westminster Property Ventures’ buildings house critical businesses such as
international banks, law firms and consultancies who can be assured that amidst a global
pandemic their offices remain highly secure and equipped for their return.

The newly introduced processes and technologies make smart use of Westminster Property
Ventures’ existing video and access control infrastructure. For example, using the Genetec
Mission Control™ collaborative decision management system, Westminster PV is collecting and
qualifying data from thousands of sensors and security devices, before guiding security
operators in their response to routine and unanticipated situations. Among other current and
critical capabilities, this helps ensure the seamless transition of out-of-hours monitoring
between Westminster PV’s in-house security team and security provider Wilson James’s
monitoring centre, ensuring comprehensive levels of security at all times.

“Our clientele continue to expect the highest level of security and service from us whether or
not they are currently choosing to work inside our buildings” said Andrew Forbes-Jones,
Facilities Manager, Westminster Property Ventures. “We’re grateful to Genetec and Wilson
James for keeping us at the forefront of innovation and compliance in all aspects of our security
and operations.”
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COVID-19 has created new challenges for Westminster Property Ventures’ security and
operations teams in maintaining a secure and safe environment for both home and remote
workers, as well as those still working inside the facilities. Using the Genetec Security Center
Synergis™ access control system, Westminster PV is taking advantage of many COVID-specific
features developed over the last year to help them directly address the challenges of the
pandemic.

Along with the system’s new occupancy management capability, Westminster PV has deployed
the Genetec “Synergis Proximity Report”, first deployed at McCormick Place in Chicago, North
America’s largest convention center that was repurposed as a COVID-19 field hospital in spring
of 2020. Drawing data from the Synergis access control system, the solution allows
Westminster PV to quickly identify individuals visiting one of their buildings who may have
come in contact with someone who is known to have tested positive for COVID-19.

“I’m constantly impressed by the ability of our partners and end users to adapt quickly to
changing requirements and bring the latest innovative solutions online to address them,” said
Paul Dodds, Country Manager UK at Genetec. “Westminster Property Ventures’ rapid response
to the challenges of the pandemic mirrors our own and validates our investments in
technologies that can help make our workplaces safer, healthier and more secure.”

--ends--

About Genetec
Genetec Inc. is an innovative technology company with a broad solutions portfolio that encompasses
security, intelligence, and operations. The company’s flagship product, Security Center, is an openarchitecture platform that unifies IP-based video surveillance, access control, automatic license plate
recognition (ANPR), communications, and analytics. Genetec also develops cloud-based solutions and
services designed to improve security, and contribute new levels of operational intelligence for
governments, enterprises, transport, and the communities in which we live. Founded in 1997, and
headquartered in Montreal, Canada, Genetec serves its global customers via an extensive network of
resellers, integrators, certified channel partners, and consultants in over 80 countries.
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